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Question 1 
 a) i. Describe the 3 tier architecture.  ii. Describe what functionality goes in each tier. Remember the client (eg. the browser) is considered a separate fourth tier and should not be included.  iii. Describe which parts of the second assignment make up each of the three tiers.  b) i. Explain how information moves through the tiers.  ii. What technologies were used to pass information between the tiers? 
 
 (3 + 2 = 5 marks) 
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Question 2 (part a) 
Provide the code for a class that extends HttpServlet.   If the class is requested with a GET request it should do the following:  
• Print out all the attributes in the session. Both the attribute names and the values.  If the class is requested with a POST request it should do the following:  
• Obtain the value of a session attribute named “the_param”  If the attribute is null:  
• Redirect the user to a page called “no_attribute.html” in the root of the webapp.    If the attribute is not null:  
• Obtain the value of a request parameter with the same name as the value of the attribute. Then convert this request parameter to an int and perform the following:  If the int is less than 10:  
o Output a page saying “Not big enough”  If the int is greater than or equal to 10:  
o Add an attribute named “bigEnough” to the request with a value of true and forward the request to a servlet that is named “big_enough” in the web.xml.   Assumptions: You can assume that the no_attribute.html page and the big_enough servlet exist, do not provide code for them.  You can assume that the request parameter is passed in, there is no need to check if it exists. You do not know what urls, if any, the big_enough servlet has been mapped to. 
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Question 2 (part b) 
 
Provide the web.xml entries for the servlet you wrote in part a.   The servlet should map to all URLs under the number_test directory.  eg. The following URLs should map to the servlet:  
• http://my_server.com.au/my_webapp/number_test/all.val 
• http://my_server.com.au/my_webapp/number_test/other/test.val And the following URLs should not map to the servlet: 
• http://my_server.com.au/my_webapp/alt/test.val 
 
 (4 + 1 = 5 marks) 
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Question 3 
 a) Describe the life cycle of a Filter. b) When does each filter method get called and what is each method used for?  c) How would you send a request through to the next item in the filter chain?  
 
  
 (3 marks) 
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Question 4 
 You have a table which was created with the following code: 
 
create table employee 
( 
  id number, 
  username varchar(30), 
  status varchar(30) 
); 
 Assuming the following: A method exists called getConnection() which returns an instance of Connection.  Two variables, one called activeUser and one called inactiveUser have been defined and set to appropriate values.  
• Provide code to safely update status to “active” where the username equals activeUser and update the status to “inactive” where the username equals inactiveUser. Both statements should be performed in the same transaction. If either statement fails no changes should be made to the database.    Note: You must use PreparedStatements rather than plain Statements.  
 
 (5 Marks) 
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Question 5 (part a) 
 a) Provide the code for the following filter:  The filter should get the value of a session attribute named “checkTime”.  If the attribute does equal “true”: 
• The filter should let the request through to its original target and write out to the log how long the original target takes to execute. If the attribute does not equal “true”: 
• The filter should redirect the user to a file called “timeRequired.jsp” If the filter was requested with a protocol other than HTTP the filter should do nothing.  Assumptions: Assume that the “timeRequired.jsp” file already exists (Do not provide code for it) and is located in the root of the webapp.  Assume the webapp is named “my_webapp”. Assume that the checkTime attribute will exist in the session.  Remember:  Filter receives a ServletRequest and ServletResponse not a HttpServletRequest and HttpServletResponse. Hint:  You can get the current time in milliseconds with:  
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Question 5 (part b) 
 
 b) Provide the web.xml entries for the filter.   The filter should apply to the following urls: 
• http://my_server/my_webapp/timed/page.jsp 




 (4 + 1 = 5 marks) 
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Question 6 
Provide a JSP page that will do the following: Take in two parameters, one called “key” and another called “message” e.g:            http://localhost/my_webapp/my_servlet?key=alpha&message=Hello_There 
The JSP should:  Get the value of a session attribute with the same name as the value of the key request parameter. The value of this attribute will be an Integer.  If this integer is greater than 0 then it should:  
• Output the value of the message parameter in <h1> tags that many times.  If the integer is less than or equal to 0 it should:  
• Output the following message: “No message was output”.  
The JSP must satisfy the following: 
• Contain the method: 
o Integer getSessionValue(HttpSession session, String key)  
(which returns the integer obtained from the session.) 
• Must not write directly to the response using the out variable. 
• Must use scriptlets rather than JSTL tags. 
• The JSP page must produce a valid html page.  Assumptions: Don’t bother checking if the request parameter and session attribute exist or not, just assume they will always be there.  Also assume the value in the session is an Integer, there is no need to do type checking. 
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Question 7 
 Assuming that the following bean exists: 
 
class Person { 
  private String name; 
  private int age; 
  public Person(String name, int age) { 
    this.name = name; 
    this.age = age 
  } 
  public String getName() { 
    return name; 
  } 
  public int getAge() { 
    return age; 
  } 
}  And the following code has been run: 
 
List<Person> people = new ArrayList(); 
Person a = new Person(“Michael”, 31) 
people.add(a); 
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Question 7 (continued) 
Provide a tag file (not a jsp page) that accepts an attribute called “favouritePerson”  For each person it should output their details followed by a line break <br /> then execute the body of the tag making a variable available to the body of the tag with a name of “current_person”  For the details it should output their name, then age, then if they have a favourite colour it should be output it otherwise it should output “No favourite colour”.  When outputing the details it should output each person in the order they appear in the people array, except for the person with a name matching the “favouritePerson” attribute which should be output first.  For example. If the following URL was requested:  http://localhost/my_webapp/some_page.jsp?favouritePerson=John  It would output something like:  John 43  blue 
<body of tag> Michael 31 red 
<body of tag> Jenny 45 No favourite colour 
<body of tag> 
 etc... 
 where <body of tag> is whatever is generated by the body of the tag. 





 (6 marks) 
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Question 8 
 a) Provide a tag handler (Extend SimpleTagSupport) that takes three attributes  i. an attribute called “titles” with a type of List<String>  ii. an attribute called “footer” with a type of JSPFragment  iii. an attribute called “var” with a type of String  When run, the tag should perform the following: i. For each String in the “titles” attribute it should: 
• Output the String in a header tag (eg. <h1>The string</h1>). 
• Run the body of the tag making a variable available to the body. The name of the variable should be the value of the “var” attribute and the value of the variable should be the current title String. ii. Finally at the end it should execute the “footer” fragment.  b) Provide the tag descriptor that you would put in a TLD (Tag Library Descriptor) for the above tag. c) Provide a sample bit of JSP that uses this tag. The body of the tag should output the value of the variable that the tag makes available.  Assumptions: 
• You can assume that there is an attribute attached to the request with a name of “page_titles” and a value of type List<String>. You should pass the value of this attribute to the “titles” attribute of the tag.  
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